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#1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • Kick your metabolism into gear with a diet program that
uses the fat-burning power of food to help you lose up to 20 pounds in 28 days“This is not a fad
diet. It’s a medically proven method of food as medicine to fight obesity, cure chronic illness, and
heal a broken metabolism.”—Jacqueline Fields, M.D.Hailed as “the metabolism whisperer,”
Haylie Pomroy reminds us that food is not the enemy but medicine needed to rev up your
sluggish, broken-down metabolism to turn your body into a fat-burning furnace. On this plan
you’re going to eat a lot—three full meals and at least two snacks a day—and you’re still going to
lose weight. What you’re not going to do is count a single calorie or fat gram, or go carb-free or
ban entire food groups. Instead, you’re going to rotate what you eat throughout each week
according to a simple and proven plan carefully designed to induce precise physiological
changes that will set your metabolism on fire. In four weeks you’ll not only see the weight fall off,
but don’t be surprised to find your cholesterol drop, blood sugar stabilize, energy increase, sleep
improve, and stress melt away as well. Complete with four weeks of meal plans and more than
fifty recipes—including vegetarian, organic, and gluten-free options—this is the silver bullet for
the chronic dieter who has tried every fad diet and failed, for the first-time dieter attempting to
boost their metabolism, and for anyone who wants to naturally and safely eat his or her way to a
skinnier, healthier self.

“This is not a fad diet. It’s a medically proven method of food as medicine to fight obesity, cure
chronic illness, and heal a broken metabolism. Haylie’s years of experience and wisdom blends
the perfectly delicious plan to create revolutionary results.”-Dr. Jacqueline Fields M.D. "Without
question, Haylie is the biggest celebrity weight loss guru… period. And here's the reason so
many stars and athletes flock to her: it works, and it's easy. Unlike all of the "quick-fix" gimmicks
and fad diets, the weight STAYS off. I dropped 25 lbs. in the first month, and 10 more after, all
with great food, and no counting calories. I call her my witch (the good kind). It's not magic, but
it sure feels like it."-David Swift, CEO Swift Entertainment "As I was reading The Fast
Metabolism Diet I felt like the kid from Chorus Line who sang 'I can Do That.' So I'm doing the
diet and watching the 2O ugly pounds drop…. Buy a case of books and watch your
neighborhood shrink to right size."-Albert Clayton Gaulden, founding director, The Sedona
Intensive and author of You're Not Who You Think You Are and Signs and Wonders.About the
AuthorWith clinics in Beverly Hills, Burbank, Irvine, and Fort Collins, nutritionist HAYLIE
POMROY' is highly regarded in Hollywood and in the medical community for her ability to effect
rapid, healthy weight loss. Her impressive client list includes celebrities such as Jennifer Lopez,
Reese Witherspoon, Cher, Raquel Welch and Robert Downey Jr. She appears regularly on
NBC's Extra and Access Hollywood, and in Marie Claire, People, Star, and more. Haylie is Vice



President of Clinical Research and Development for East West Essentials, and a registered
wellness consultant and holistic counselor.Excerpt. © Reprinted by permission. All rights
reserved.CHAPTER ONEHow Did We Get Here?We are asking more of our bodies than at any
other time in the history of civilization. We ask them to live on food that is of a much lower quality
than ever, thanks to all the chemical additives, preservatives, and processing. We pump
ourselves full of sugar and artificial sweeteners, hormone-riddled dairy products, and foods like
wheat and corn and soy that are so genetically modified, it’s a wonder we can even digest them.
We live in a world with depleted soil, polluted air, and water teeming with environmental
chemicals. We eat and drink from plastic containers that leach even more chemicals into our
foods and drinks. And, we live with great amounts of often crushing, overwhelming stress.Given
all this, no wonder you don’t feel great. You’re tired all the time, you get sick too often, or you’ve
gained a few extra pounds (or a few dozen extra pounds). Every day, I see clients who need to
make a change in their lives. Some are sick; others are not sick yet, but are headed in that
direction. They all need to lose some weight so their bodies can function better. And they need
to change now. It’s urgent. They feel as if they are wasting precious time--precious days and
hours and minutes when they . . . when you . . . could feel vibrant and healthy, energetic,
strong, and alive.You want to stop worrying about food and fat and what the scale says to you in
the morning. Maybe you’ve lost a lot of weight in the past--40, 50, 100 pounds or more--but it’s
creeping back and you’re panicking. Maybe you’re just so tired of dieting that you’re hoping,
beyond hope, that there might actually be a better way--a way that would allow you to eat
again.I’m sorry that nobody ever properly explained to you how your body really works when it
comes to food, and how your body chemistry, not you, is to blame. I’m sorry that stress has
tipped you into a cycle you feel you can’t escape, and you are angry or depressed or even
scared about your health and the shape of your body. I’m going to show you another way. The
foods you eat and the lifestyle you choose should create energy and strength for you, not
fatigue, obesity, sickness, desperation, or self-loathing. Yet once you’ve slowed down your
metabolism, study after study has demonstrated that the metabolic rate does not easily return to
normal, even after resuming a normal diet. When you starve yourself, your body adjusts to
subsist on a smaller number of calories by slowing down your metabolism. That means that
whenever you go off your diet, you’re likely to gain weight with a vengeance. Your body is just
trying to save you from future famine.When you are under tremendous stress, your body
excretes crisis hormones signaling it to store fat and burn muscle. When you are overloaded with
chemicals, pesticides, and pollutants, the body creates new fat cells to house these toxins, so
you don’t become poisoned and sick. And when you consume food that is devoid of nutrients or
contains artificial dyes, flavorings, and sweeteners, the body does its best to survive these
foreign substances by slowing down the metabolism and minimizing the damage to the body’s
system as a whole. The very world we live in puts us all at risk for a slow metabolism.We’re about
to change all that. It’s time to move beyond blame and regret and self-loathing, and into the
future. This is the paradigm shift your body needs, and it will create a new, healthier version of



you. The new you views food as a tool to repair damage and restore health. The new you loves
fruits and grains and protein and healthy fats. The new you knows how the body reacts to
specific foods and strategic eating, and the new you has all of the resources to get the weight off
and keep it off for good.We are going to find the new you, and we’re going to do it now. It’s going
to take a little work, but it’s nothing you can’t do. I’m not going to ask you to starve yourself ever
again. That’s likely what got you into this mess in the first place. So let’s draw a line in the sand.
No more business-as-usual. If food has been your enemy in the past, that’s all over. Now, we’re
stepping into your future, where food is your medicine. Even if you’re 10 to 20 pounds
overweight, you need this medicine. You need to learn how to Unwind stress, Unlock fat, and
Unleash your metabolism.You wouldn’t try to repair a TV or a car without understanding how
either is made or functions, and the same should hold true for the amazing biological
masterpiece that is you. So first up, let’s discuss what metabolism is and does. Then we’ll look at
some common misconceptions about food and weight loss that may have held you back in the
past.WHAT IS METABOLISM?This book is all about repairing the metabolism--but what is the
metabolism, exactly? Metabolism is a process, not an object. Specifically, the metabolic process
consists of chemical reactions that occur in the cells of all living organisms to sustain life. It’s the
change or transformation of food into either heat and fuel or substance (muscle, fat, blood,
bone). At any given moment, your metabolism is either burning, storing, or building.You have a
metabolism because you are alive, and life requires energy. We all need energy to survive--to
breathe, move, think, and react--and the only way to acquire this energy is from the consumption
and metabolism, or transformation, of food. Profound! We need fuel, and we need substance. A
healthy metabolism and a functional metabolism allow us to have just the perfect amount of
energy available, an appropriate amount of reserve energy stored and ready for use, and a
strong and stable structure (the body).YOUR INNER BONFIREBefore we jump into the nuts and
bolts of the Fast Metabolism Diet, let’s consider why your metabolism may have slowed down in
the first place, and why weight loss hasn’t come easy for you.Remember, your metabolism is
your body’s system for dealing with the energy you take in through food. The metabolism
shuttles that energy into different directions according to what you eat and what you do. The
beauty of your metabolism is that it can be manipulated, because how you eat and move and
live affects how much of your food is stored as fat, how much is used as energy, and how much
is devoted to building the structure that is your body.This manipulation is what I learned about
when I studied animal science. The animal science industry uses this knowledge of energy,
storage, and structure to create livestock that is ideally proportioned for use as food, to the tune
of billions of dollars of profit.The metabolism can also get you into trouble because you can
inadvertently manipulate it to create a body you don’t want. Dieting, nutrient--void foods, and
living with too much stress slow down your metabolism when it should be sped up. When you
gain weight, feel blah, even get sick with a chronic disease, those are all coping mechanisms
your body creates in response to your actions or environment, like the frogs that grow three legs
in polluted swamps. Your butt or your belly could be protruding because of the very



environmental, emotional, and biochemical ecosystem in which it is dwelling.FAST
METABOLISM FACTYour metabolism reflects what you do by creating a body that can survive
the conditions it is subjected to.THE SECRETS OF T3 AND RT3One reason chronic dieting
slows down your metabolism is that extreme dieting feels like starvation to your body. Starvation
stresses the adrenal glands, which in turn induce a string of chemical reactions in your body that
suppress normal production of the thyroid hormones that promote fat burning (T3), in favor of
more production of a different thyroid hormone that encourages fat storage (reverse T3, or RT3).
This is an oversimplification, but in essence, this fat-storage hormone, RT3, blocks the hormone
receptor sites throughout your body, especially in your belly, thighs, and butt, like a goalie
defending a goal against the ball. The fat-burning hormone (T3) can’t get in there and burn that
fat for fuel.RT3 is a necessary hormone. Without it, we would all have to eat every two hours or
we would die. This hormone gets secreted to tell your body not to burn those 500 calories from
breakfast or dinner too quickly. It tells your body: “Careful, that might be all you’re going to get,” or
“Don’t burn off that whole dinner, you might not get anything else to sustain you until 2:00 P.M.
tomorrow!” It’s as if someone told you that you had 4 cups of rice and 2 cups of beans to live on
for the next month. You’d be darn sure to ration that food so you could survive. You wouldn’t want
to eat it all the first day. That’s what RT3 “sees” when you get too stressed and you don’t eat
enough: 4 cups of rice and 2 cups of beans.When your body produces too much RT3, it begins
to store fat instead of burn it, even when you have plenty of fat already onboard. As I said above,
RT3 acts like a goalie in front of the T3 receptor sites, blocking the ball (T3). Your brain, however,
detects the presence of plenty of thyroid hormones, no matter what kind are circulating, so it
steps down thyroid hormone production across the board. Your metabolism slows down in
response, and then you begin to store everything you eat as fat, even healthful foods.The only
way to reverse this process is to jump-start your metabolism again, and the best way to get
started is to ditch old, mistaken beliefs about food that are literally weighing you down.First, let’s
knock down some of the metabolic myths that are standing in your way, then in the next chapter
we’ll discuss the five major weight-loss players that we’ll fine-tune with the Fast Metabolism Diet
before we get to the yummy stuff . . . the food!METABOLIC MYTH #1: IF I COULD JUST EAT
LESS, I’D FINALLY LOSE WEIGHTOne of the biggest misconceptions I hear from my clients is
that if they could eat less, then they’d lose weight. In reality, it’s exactly the opposite. I can’t tell
you how many of my overweight clients come to me and tell me that they eat literally no more
than 1,200 to 1,400 calories per day. Often they also exercise five to seven days a week. Yet they
still aren’t losing weight. They say things like, “I swear this is all I eat!” and “I promise I’m not
cheating!,” as if I’m going to send them to the principal’s office for food-diary forgery.I believe
them. Why? Because eating less actually makes the situation worse! When your metabolism is
too slow, you’ll store lettuce as fat, and you certainly won’t burn any fat. I was explaining to a
client the other day that because of the way her body’s hormone system was responding, even
the carbs found in the beautiful organic mixed greens she was eating were being used as a
vehicle to store fat. Shocking and unfair, isn’t it? Even the healthiest of foods can do this if your



metabolic system needs repair.This client thought she was doing the right thing by eating so
much lettuce, but she’d become so carb-resistant because of years of dieting (as well as the use
of diet products, extreme stress, irregular eating, and what I deemed to be an excessive exercise
program) that any carbohydrates that found their way into her system, including those in that
lettuce, were being converted into sugars and stored as fat instead of being metabolized. Yikes!I
also have clients who skip breakfast, don’t eat until 2:00 in the afternoon, then consume 4,500
calories between 2:00 and bedtime. Their bodies have gone into starvation mode by the time
they get around to eating. They eat so much because their bodies are panicking and they can’t
stop themselves. Their bodies are pissed off at them for depriving them of food for so long;
they’re lucky if it only takes 4,500 calories to calm their bodies again. Why are their bodies
reacting so violently by triggering such aggressive eating? When you don’t eat until the
afternoon, you are asking your body to wake up, get out of bed, shower, get dressed, think,
drive, work all day, and sometimes even exercise--all on zero fuel. Talk about cruel.Guess what
else happens when you don’t provide your body fuel from food? There’s a reason you don’t just
drop dead when you don’t eat. Your body finds food despite you--it finds it in your muscle tissue.
It has been proven that a body in starvation mode will first access muscle for fuel, and not fat. So
if you do not feed your body, it will “eat” your muscles for the essential fuels it needs to continue
life. That’s kind of disgusting and more than a little disconcerting to know how key lean muscle is
to burning fat, as well as to keep you structurally fit and able to move with ease and energy
through each day.FAST METABOLISM FACTStarving yourself does terrible things to your
muscles. You know that feeling you get when you’re hungry, but don’t eat? At some point, you
stop being hungry, right? You sure do, but it’s not because you didn’t eat. You did eat. Your body
turned to its own tissues for fuel.This would be great if your body just cannibalized all the excess
fat in all the places you don’t want it to be. But unfortunately, it doesn’t work like that. Instead, the
body goes for the muscle first. Because fat is stored for emergencies, your body considers
snacking on your own muscle tissue as a preferable option. Yum, bicep sandwich!Yes, muscle is
considered more expendable. Your body’s just doing what it thinks is best to keep you alive, yet
the result can be devastating for someone trying to lose fat and build muscle. Wouldn’t it be
better to have a real snack?Is all that really worth skipping a meal for? And do you really want to
fear eating even lettuce--or worse, living only on it--for the rest of your life?METABOLIC MYTH
#2: IF I LIKE IT TOO MUCH, IT CAN’T BE GOOD FOR ME . . . OR MY
WAISTLINEHistorically, dieting is about refraining, by limiting portions, forbidding specific types
of foods, and reducing or changing the times of eating. Most of my obese clients who are victims
of extreme dieting never get to enjoy their food. They eat bland foods and repeat a lot of the
same boring meals; often these are (in the case of so-called diet foods) devoid of the nutrients
that boost the feel-good hormones in your body that keep you satisfied and vitalized. Not only do
they end up hungry, but they’re also bored and depressed. Dieting can be such an isolating
experience.Life just isn’t as much fun without delicious food. Eating that way is restrictive, it is
dull, and it certainly isn’t effective, because your natural food-sensing system gets all messed



up. So another thing the Fast Metabolism Diet is going to do is to encourage you to use all of
your senses in a positive way, to help stimulate your metabolism again and be social and create
a community around your new way of eating. Pleasure is powerful and stimulates the secretion
of endorphins, reduces stress hormones, increases the metabolism--and it helps fat burn!Read
more
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Diane Duker, “It works but requires discipline and planning. This is a very effective eating plan to
follow. I'm sure using the word "Diet" in the title helps to sell books, but I would describe this as
more of an eating plan than a diet, and even the author is not fond of the word.I spent a few
weeks reading the book and understanding the program before starting it, and also preparing
myself mentally. I felt overwhelmed by the amount of information that Haylie provides about how
our bodies work and about how this eating plan works. I have re-read many sections since
starting, just to refresh myself.I am now in the 4th week of the program and I can say that it does
work, but I believe many will find it difficult to follow without complete dedication. I found week 1
very confusing and overwhelming but the subsequent weeks have been much easier. Haylie
has chapters on "what to expect" in each of the 4 weeks and I have to say that she is spot-on
with her advice. It's obvious that she has a lot of experience and insights to share.I was already
following a fairly healthy diet, but I certainly had room for improvement and even with being
pretty healthy, there were some difficult adjustments such as no dairy, no caffeine, and no
alcohol. For someone who has unhealthy eating habits and is used to a lot of snack foods,
greasy foods, candy, etc., this plan would be a major adjustment.That being said, I have been
following the plan very strictly and I have to say that I feel really good. I have been caffeine-free
for several weeks now (I started that before I started the actual plan). I do not have food
cravings, which is great. I work for a major chocolate/candy manufacturer and there are literally
bowls of candy all over my office. I haven't touched a thing in weeks. I rarely ever feel hungry
and if I do it's only because I've gone a little longer than I should without eating so planning is the
key. Sometimes I feel like I'm eating too much! But I understand that it's all part of the plan.So
far I have lost about 9 pounds going into week 4. I'm a bit disappointed with that, but on the
other hand healthy weight loss is slow and that amount is on point for healthy weight loss. I lost
more the 1st week than any other. I have had a couple of occasions where I went off-plan a little
bit, but that has been rare and I have used Haylie's tips for coping with those situations. Let's
face it...no one can realistically follow a plan like this 100% of the time for 28 days. Life happens!
My advice to anyone starting this plan is to plan ahead. There are 3 phases in every week and
they are all slightly different in what you can eat. I felt like I was constantly buying food my first
week to meet the requirements. She mitigates that issue by recommending that you make food
ahead and freeze it. I think that's a good idea but I haven't taken the time to do that and I'm still
managing just fine. I also think that a lot of the recipes in the book are overly-complicated and
require way too many ingredients, but I think that many people like having the recipes available.
I've mainly just created my own dishes based on the food allowances for any given phase.I am
planning to complete this 4-week cycle and then take a break while on vacation later this month.
I will come back to the plan when I return from vacation and keep with it for a while. I know that
I'm eating much healthier than I have ever eaten in my life (more veggies in the past 3 weeks
than probably my whole life!) and I'm eating "clean" more than I ever have. I feel good, my skin



and hair look great, I'm sleeping well, and I'm losing weight in a healthy way eating highly
nutritious and nutrient-dense food.If you feel that you are ready to be truly committed to getting
your metabolism back on track and making healthy changes in your life, I highly recommend this
program. As an added resource, there is also a lot of great information on Haylie's website. I
found the FAQs particularly helpful.”

Bluebird, “Fantastic Results **UPDATED 1/23/2015**. I have been on this program for 7 days so
far. I know it may seem a bit early to post a review, but wanted to do so now for two reasons;
first, I am excited by my results so far - I have already lost 9 pounds - and second, I was
dismayed by the inaccurate review (V. Canfield) that deterred me from trying this diet program
months ago.First - about me so you know what you are dealing with. This is my first Amazon
review ever. I am at least 60 pounds over weight. I have lost (and gained back) weight on at
least three different programs and know I will lose weight with Weight Watchers if I really work at
it and am very patient - but I knew it would take a long time and lots of deprivation to lose all that
I need to lose to improve my health. Before I found this book I was pretty discouraged. I am tired
of counting calories and had already worked out for myself that "calories" are a largely
inaccurate concept when applied to food. I am pre-diabetic and have joint and skin issues. If
that seems like too much sharing, I apologize. Personally, I hate reading reviews without enough
information to understand the writer's point of view.I read the basic details provided above and
knew adhering to this program would involve a huge change in my lifestyle. I have a friend (a
tiny, little friend who needed to lose about 20 pounds) who had lost weight on the FMD and she
loved it. She loved the app and just followed it - but I needed more convincing. More
motivation. When I first read about the diet I was hoping for something easier, looking for a way
to eat more of what I love (cheese, sugar and corn) and wanting a magic wand. Then I read V.
Canfield's review and it gave me the excuse I was looking for - I told my friend that the diet was a
starvation program it would be unhealthy to eat so few 'calories'. She was surprised and told me
that she never got hungry and had a hard time eating all of the food on the program. I went on
WW Simply Filling program and told myself it would be ok - I would just have to starve and work
out for years - sigh. I lost 3 pounds in two weeks and then I gained it all back - plus one more.I
went to the FMD website and read more and more about it. Desperate to stave off impending
diabetes, I decided I would just buy the book and read it. I read it twice. I got excited about the
science and appreciated the psychology of constantly changing things up every few days. It
took me 3 weeks of organization and food testing and tasting to get ready to try the diet. I
cleaned out at least half of my pantry and my fridge and finally convinced my husband to give it a
try (he needs to lose 35 pounds).We eat constantly. Sometimes I don't think I can get all of the
food down. I am NEVER hungry - and I really like the food. I hate lettuce and celery and really
prefer fried food to grilled; I can't tell you how much I love icing - but I discovered something new
- I LOVE real food. Who knew? Blueberries and strawberries taste sweet to me now and I had
no idea how much better organic hummus tastes. And calories? Today I am scheduled to eat



1785 "calories". I am down 9 pounds and my husband lost 7. My skin is clearer. Unbelievably
we can both see a difference in our bellies - I have lost 15 pounds before and not seen this much
change. This is exciting.I find it very sad that V. Canfield's inaccurate representation of the
program (the calorie counts artificially assume that you can only eat from the cook book,
chooses some very lean recipes and then ignores that veggies are unlimited) review has turned
so many people away from this program.If you are inclined to be swayed by V. Canfield - please
read the FMD website first. Note that this diet has a great many creditable proponents and has
obviously worked for so many people. I kept trying to find detractors and really couldn't - other
than V. Canfield who not only seems to be a sort of semi-professional "commenter" but, based
on the review, didn't even try the program.Change takes work. This is a program that makes that
work more of an eating evolution - not a life time of deprivation.****UPDATE**** 1/7/2015. I have
been on the FMD program for 9 months now (except for the period between Thanksgiving and
New Years Day) and have lost 95 pounds! I stuck to the program religiously until September - so
6 months. Then I started eating on the maintenance plan (basically phase 3 with the food from
all the phases thrown in) and I continued to lose weight - just more slowly. When I get stuck, I just
do a couple of phase 2 days and that usually helps me to lose a couple of pounds. I absolutely
love eating this way. I feel fantastic and have left all of my health problems behind. I have energy
to spare. I truly understand the concept of using food as medicine now. Beginning Thanksgiving
week, I started eating holiday foods - so sugar, corn, wheat etc. The first week or so I was careful
to just cheat a bit here and there. At first, I actually lost 8 pounds after T'giving, so I started
feeling a bit bullet proof, obviously I had cured my metabolism and could now eat whatever I
wanted, I thought. Grin! By Christmas time I was eating enough sugar that I was beginning to
retain fluid, feel pain in my joints and have indigestion - all things that disappeared on the
program. I gained back 5 of the 8 pounds I lost right after Thanksgiving and it has taken me a
week to get rid of the sugar again - it is incredibly addictive! I managed it pretty easily by eating
phase 3 again - with extra fruit and fat whenever I felt sugar cravings. I have lost 2 pounds this
week and I am beginning to feel better. Over the holiday, while eating the sugar, my face got
puffy, especially under my eyes. Loosing this much weight, I was really worried I would have
horribly saggy skin (I am 55) - but I was looking pretty good until this past month when my face
looked bloated and my eyes puffy from eating holiday foods. Sugar really is evil! I am in this for
the long haul - aiming to lose at least 100 pounds - so stay tuned! I almost forgot to mention that
my husband quickly and easily lost 30 pounds (of course!) and then decided he could go back
to coffee with cream and pizza, etc. He gained back 8 pounds before he decided he really
preferred the way he felt on the program - so he is still eating with me most days.***1/23/2015
FOOT NOTE: I started this program to lose weight and I thought of my improved health as a
natural benefit of weighing less, until I saw this video: https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=fWXrRftyOMYNow I fully understand the truth behind the FMD. Once you watch this you will
never look at food in America the same way again!”



Mirra Belle, “This diet works..... I have tried countless diets over the years and this one has finally
done the trick. I very rarely write reviews but felt I needed to talk about this diet. I lost 10 pounds
over the 28 days, but didn't have loads to lose, so was happy with this. There are 3 phases to
the diet over a 7 day period - this was great for me as I didn't become bored with eating the
same each day, I enjoyed moving from one phase to the next. You will need to enjoy vegetables,
salads and fruit for this diet to work well for you. I stuck rigidly to the diet for 28 days - you eat 3
meals a day, plus snacks, which seems like a lot of food to start with - I lost most weight on
phase 2 of the diet and maintained that weight loss for the rest of the week. It has changed my
relationship with food and gave me permission to eat a lot throughout the week, yet still lose
weight. I think this may be the healthiest weight loss programme I have followed, as I eat from a
large range of food groups, with the emphasis on fruit and veg, good quality protein, and healthy
fats. I have continued to eat in phases since finishing the 28 days. I have lost a further 5 pounds
and have 4 more pounds to lose. I think I could easily continue eating this way as I don't feel like
I am on a diet now.There is a bit of meal preparation to be done, but I prepared in batches and
froze meals, which really helped stay on track. The recipes are not great - but I took the
principals of each phase and adapted them to make meals I enjoyed. As long as you stick to the
foods you are allowed in each phase - you can't go far wrong with the diet. I first bought the
book on kindle but it is very hard to read the charts, which are tiny, so bought the book instead.”

T. Hunter, “Try it!!. I was having problems with menopause and had gained weight around my
middle overnight!! After using this book for 2 weeks I have notied quite a difference and am very
pleased.”

P. Hatami-Gharibwand, “Weight loss breakthrough. Bought this as a nutritionist said something
about Metabolic balance so decided to buy it. It was the best thing I have done and gave me so
much information about why I wasn't losing weight no matter what I ate or how much I exercised.
I can honestly say it has changed my life as I have lost 1stone 2lbs in 6 weeks. Being an
American author I was not used to some of the food names but managed my way around the few
things that are not easily available in the UK. A good recipe section at the end of the book and
really like some of them so it was all good for me. Definitely recommend it if you find you cant
lose weight.”

Ebook Library Reader, “Very optimistic about this. Book version better than kindle for food
tables.So far I'm impressed by the level of information in this book and what I feel I have learned
from it.I've already ditched the sugary "protein" milkshake diet I was trying to survive on and
understand really well why I lost nothing on it except money.I'm getting ready to buy all the food I
need and start after my holiday next week. I'm very optimistic and feel I have a good structured
plan to follow based on real food, good science and the right type of exercise at the right time.I
find the book hard to put down because it feels like it contains the secrets we never knew before



when trying to lose weight.Like other reviews, I will update this with a progress report.”

The book by Haylie Pomroy has a rating of  5 out of 4.3. 7,705 people have provided feedback.
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